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Geschichte der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft. Band V. Von 
JOHANNES DIERAUER. [Geschichte der Eurcipaischen Staaten.] 
(Gotha: F. A. Perthes. 1917. Pp. xxxvi, 807.) 

THE fifth and concluding volume of Dierauer's history of the Swiss 
federation brings the narrative to its culmination, the adoption of the 
constitution of 1848. The volume begins with the formation of the 
Helvetic Republic in 1798, after the fall of the old confederacy, that 
had existed for five centuries. The new order of things did not fulfill 
the high expectations of ardent Swiss patriots. The French sons of 
liberty, who had helped to overthrow the powerful aristocracy of Bern, 
remained quartered on the Swiss population twenty-five thousand strong 
and forced upon the cantons a government little in accord with tradi
tional Swiss liberties and privileges. Confiscation of treasure, as that 
of Bern's twenty-four million, and heavy war taxes levied upon five 
cantons and three monasteries to the amount of sixteen million livres, 
and subsequently the war upon the refractory forest cantons, could not 
but alienate the hearts of the Swiss people generally, who soon looked 
upon their liberators as conquerors and oppressors. 

Under the new Helvetic constitution the two parties, the unionists 
who upheld the national idea with a strong central government, and the 
federalists who desired a return to the old confederacy of sovereign 
cantons loosely held together, grew more and more antagonistic and 
were soon found on the verge of civil war. Thereupon Napoleon, then 
First Consul for life, summoned representatives of both parties to Paris, 
and with conscious mastery dictated the Act of Mediation. "I ", said he, 
"who through circumstances have gained the confidence of the French 
people, I should consider myself incapable of governing the Swiss." 
Then he held up to them, that if they should choose a Bernese, Zurich 
would be dissatisfied; if the choice were a man from Zurich, Bern 
would feel resentment; that the Catholics and Protestants stood in similar 
opposition; a rich man would presumably belong to the aristocracy and 
already on that account would not gain confidence; a man of merit 
without private means would require a high salary, which would be 
felt to be a crushing expense and a revolting innovation. With such 
bluffing half-truths he dashed to the ground all hopes of Swiss national 
union. His Act of Mediation was a skillful compromise between some 
of the desires of the two opposing parties, preserving much of the his
torical liberties of the individual states, yet combining them under one 
government-though dependent for its stability upon the good-will of 
its French neighbor and calculated to serve the interests of her ambi
tious ruler. The freedom of the press was destroyed, restriction of 
publicity was regarded as a governmental right. When the diet assem
bled (1803), Marshal Ney handed over the military terms accompanying 
the act, by which 16,000 Swiss were to be recruited for the French 
armies, and 8000 more if France should be attacked, all officers, from 
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subaltern to commanding general, to be appointed by Napoleon. After 
such a levy not enough men between eighteen and forty were left to the 
Swiss for resisting any demand whatever. 

The one advantage Switzerland derived was to keep her territory 
safe from the ravages of the continuous wars that devastated so large 
a part of Europe during the next ten years, "an isle of peace in the 
surging world-sea". But the price was enormous, and even at that 
Swiss neutrality was twice violated, when in Napoleon's war against 
Austria in 1809 his forces crossed the Rhine at Basel, and on the return 
the victorious French troops, without permission, passed by way of 
Schaffhausen through Reinfeld and Basel to their homes. 

After the overthrow of the great conqueror, reactionary elements in 
Switzerland, aided from without, threatened to restore all aristocratic, 
feudal, religious, and sundry other privileges that had obtained before 
1798. Two parties now faced each other as before the Act of Media
tion, the liberal and the conservative, and their attitude was no less 
hostile toward each other. The attempt of Swiss patriots to avoid a 
protectorate of the Holy Alliance, replacing that of France which had 
become so obnoxious, was thwarted by the narrow and selfish tenden
cies of the cantonal representatives. Their particularism (Kantonli
geist) grew to such a pitch at the diet of 1814-1815, that only the 
threat of intervention from the outside put an end to their quarrels. 
The Swiss diet succeeded in drawing up a "compact", not a constitu
tion, which Dierauer shows was a step backward from the Act of 
Mediation dictated by the First Consul. Fortunately it was within the 
interests of the Holy Alliance to keep the cantons from plunging into 
civil war, and this was accomplished by maintaining a weak central or
ganization dependent upon themselves. Far-sighted Swiss statesmen 
had to build their hopes on a future generation, when petty strife and 
selfish interest might be cast out by a spirit of broader nationality based 
upon a liberal constitution. 

Such hopes seemed on the path of realization in the thirties, when 
attempts were made to reform the compact, make suffrage more general 
and the central authority more powerful, but it took another decade 
for the fruit to ripen. In the meantime there was repeated danger 
of intervention by the great reactionary powers, because of the mainte
nance by the Swiss cantons of the old right of asylum for refugees 
from neighboring countries. The right of neutrality, guaranteed by the 
Congress of Vienna, seemed at stake for the preservation of the equally 
precious heritage of the right of asylum. German, Italian, and Polish 
revolutionists found refuge in the hospitable cantons, as in former ages 
those persecuted for their religion. Especially noteworthy is the case of 
the brothers Follen(ius), two of whom came to America, one of them, 
Carl Follen, distinguished as a Harvard professor, Unitarian minister, 
and early advocate of abolition. 

Toward the end of the forties, events moved rapidly toward liberal-
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ism and revolution. Switzerland was endangered by a complication, the 
struggle with the Jesuit order, and the resulting secession of Catholic 
cantons in the so-called" Sonderbund". Happily the liberal movements 
in Prussia and Austria, and the friendly attitude of England and France, 
left Switzerland to attend to her own affairs. The liberal cantons waged 
successful war against the seceding league, and the liberal leaders rose 
to the emergency and framed a constitution, which, with but one revis
ion, that of 1874, remains to the present day. An interesting fact is that 
in the debates the plan for a national assembly based upon popular 
suffrage with a veto power by the cantons, was dropped in favor of one 
modelled consciously after the Constitution of the United States, with 
two legislative houses, one based upon popular suffrage, the other upon 
equal representation of the states or cantons. 

The chauvinist or super-patriot may find Dierauer's annalistic pages 
far from satisfying. There is little color, no glitter of style, no eulo
gistic display of popular heroes. Objectiveness, painstaking accuracy, 
and thoroughness of research characterize Dierauer's history. Move
ments and events fascinate him more than individuals, and like fate itself 
he casts them upon the scrap-heap after they have performed their 
parts in the great progress of things. He closes his masterly work 
soberly with the words: 

The union founded in 1848 has proved itself to be a happy achieve
ment, for it was not, as once the Helvetic Republic, forced on by an 
unhistorical political doctrine from without, but designed after the pat
tern of native, historical traditions, and resulting from a constantly 
swelling inner movement. . . . May the regenerated Swiss Federation 
stride forward with confidence and while conditions in Europe are 
betimes in a state of ferment, observing strict neutrality, preserve the 
precious possessions of peace and the right of asylum. 

One misses, as also in volume IV., all reference to the subject of 
emigration, though it may have had some bearing upon the liberal move
ment in Switzerland; one misses also such delightful summaries of con
temporary Swiss literature as are found in volume IV. It is well to 
remember that Gottfried Keller's prose stories (occasional reference is 
made [po 689, etc.] to his revolutionary and patriotic lyrics) furnish us 
with types of character which bring the revolutionary period of 1848 
vividly before us, as e. g. Das Fiihnlein der Sieben Aufrechten, where 
the seven stalwarts visualize all the eccentricities and also the virtues 
of the staunch republicans. ALBERT B. FAUST. 

Richard Cobden, the International Man. By J. A. HOBSON. 

[Makers of the Nineteenth Century.] (N ew York: Henry Holt 
and Company. 1919. Pp. 416. $5.00.) 
THIS is a fascinating but at the same time a tantalizing book. It is 

not a biography; it was not intended to be. As its author states, "It 
was designed, in the first instance, to rescue the memory of Cobden 
from the narrow misrepresentations to which it has been subjected by 


